
Fashion Director

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Entrepreneurial expert in co-creative and co-active coaching methodology with a deep 
understanding of the fashion industry, the target, early adopters, and trendsetters. As a trusted 
advisor and mentor for over 15 years, provide clients with a holistic approach to a more authentic 
life. Proven expert as creative director, producer, stylist, brand manager, fashion director, and 
marketing manager for high-profile brands.

Skills

Project Management, Creative Direction, Coaching, Strategy.

Work Experience

Fashion Director
ABC Corporation  2005 – 2012 
 Managed the art buying for all photo concepts including video directors, makeup artists, 

production teams, and more.
 Designed noteworthy and ahead of trend campaigns and marketing content; developed bold 

creative brand concepts.
 Researched consumer trends and created innovative storytelling photo concepts to maintain 

brand integrity.
 Managed multiple projects with the development and execution of scope, timelines, budgets, 

and client expectations.
 Oversaw film and photo direction including storyline, talent, props, final music selection, and 

edits.
 Collaborated with company executives to ensure campaigns met corporate brand guidelines 

and vision.
 Maintained knowledge of design trends, production technology, and brand marketing to PR.

Fashion Director
Delta Corporation  2002 – 2005 
 Styled and art directed all celebrity covers, features, and editorials.
 Coordinated with all top PR houses and showrooms for samples and processed returns.
 Styled Debbie Harry, Janelle Monae, Rufus Wainwright, Lenny Kravitz, Neil Patrick Harris, 

Susan Sarandon, Gary Clark Jr., Rose McGowan, Mathew Modine,.
 Produced, styled and art directed FLATT advertorials such as Stuart Weitzman.
 Worked closely with the Art Director and Publisher Created and produced editorial photo 

shoots and was responsible for choice of theme, models, .
 Worked directly with Patrick Demarchelier, Steven Meisel, Bruce Weber, Art Kane, Albert 

Watson, Horst, Francesco Scavullo, Ken Haak, Oliviero Toscani .
 Recognized for superior entrepreneurial initiative, function as an independent brand 

representatives for the largest direct marketing jewelry company .
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Education

Specialist Of The USA And Canada In Higher Education - (Moscow State University Of 
International Affaires - Moskva)
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